Exploring the Unity Practices of School Leaders in Malaysian Secondary Schools
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ABSTRACT: This qualitative study was embarked with the aim of exploring school leaders’ practices in enhancing unity among Malaysian secondary school leaders. The instrument used for collecting data involved visiting the participated schools in order to conduct individual face-to-face interviews involving 12 participants who are secondary school leaders (principals and senior assistants). The data were analyzed manually. The findings showed that school leaders have not yet fully played their role to instill the 10 values of unity as proposed in the Model of Unity. The policy on unity emphasized by school leaders is only the usage of Malay Language. However, findings showed that in order to enhance unity, school leaders will remind teachers and students about unity in school gathering and meeting. School leaders will also remind multi-racial teachers and students to celebrate all the festivals, to participate in school activities, to respect each other in terms of cultural and religious differences, to instill unity values during school activities, to avoid sensitive issues and to be fair to all races. The managerial implication is school leaders need to do more practices to enhance unity. Therefore, they need more training to understand better the 10 values of unity, and to get knowledge and skills to inculcate values effectively. The findings of this study could benefit readers on the activities that they could employ to enhance unity in their institution.
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1. Introduction
Unity in diversity is often used as an expression to describe the harmony between different individuals or groups [1]. [2] state that the concept of unity over diversity among group members should not be restricted to ensure unity. On the contrary, racial conflict remains one of the major problems in current social life [3,4,5]. According to [6], almost everyday school leaders in England and elsewhere face race-related problems. Racism is also a problem in America’s urban schools [7,8]. In South Africa, although transition from a racially stratified education system to unified non-racist provision has dramatically changed the policy context for school [9], cultural background and religion different contribute significantly in promoting bullying behaviour in schools [10]. As a multi-racial country with three major races namely Chinese, Indian and Malay, and hundreds of ethnic groups, unity is a challenge to Malaysian government as well. [11] states that unity in Malaysia is a social situation where people from various ethnic groups, religious beliefs and regional areas live together peacefully as one nation. Effort to enhance unity were apparently made [12]. However, several recent incidents of racial tensions have raised a public question on Malaysia unity level [13]. Studies conducted by Malaysian Ministry of Education, MoE shows that unity level is decreasing [13,14,15,16]. Even though the differences in the native language, religions and cultural practices, politics ideologies could be the reasons for a low or moderately unity level. [17] statement that educational institutions have a significant role to overcome inter-racial prejudice whether through the curriculum, human resource policy, practices or systems used, and [18] statement that principals are uniquely positioned to either promote or undermine equity in their schools raised a question whether school leaders’ practice could be the reason for the decline to occur. Many actions have been taken through the education system to nurture positive values among multiracial students [16] such as upholding the Malay language as the language of unity, using the same curriculum and examination in all schools, launching Student Integration Plan for Unity, implementing vision school, and empowering national schools. Malaysian Government has also launched Malaysia Education Blueprint (PPPM) 2013-2025 on November 11, 2012 with strengthening unity being stated as one of the key initiatives. In conjunction to that, in 2018, MOE has also launched School Unity Practice Guidelines and implementing Unity Course for School Leaders to ensure school leaders could play their roles effectively in promoting unity. The MoE policies and guidelines raised another important question: how far school leaders have played their role in enhancing unity. However, very limited studies have been done to answer this question [16]. Therefore, there are two significance of this study. First, realizing the research gap in terms of literature – what are the practices of the school leaders in enhancing unity in Malaysia, this research was embarked.
Second, the findings from this study could help the MoE to design better content to train school leaders on the effective activities they could carry out in their schools to enhance unity among multiracial students in Malaysia. This study found that school leaders have carried out few practices to enhance unity which include emphasizing on the usage of Malay Language, reminding school teachers and students about unity during school assemblies and meetings, encouraging multicultural festivals celebration and respecting cultural diversity and religious practices, incorporating unity elements in the implementation of school activities, encouraging involvement of multicultural members in school activities, taking precautions to avoid racial sensitivity and control conflicts among races, and being fair to all races.

This paper proceeds as follows. First, it provides a generic overview of the concept of unity and the importance of school leaders’ role in promoting unity. After presenting the research methodology, the result analysis and discussion are presented, followed by the implications and conclusions.

2. Literature Review

National Unity and Integration Department of Malaysia stated that unity exists when a country is at peace without conflict among races. Based on this statement, it looks like Malaysia has achieved unity, while citizens live happily without any fear. However, [19] Shamsul Amri stated that in Malaysia, unity does not yet exist. He highlighted, what is happening in Malaysia is only a process of social cohesion where people of various races tolerate and avoid negative feelings towards one another. These different views of unity are might be caused by different definition of unity. In 2014, based on their research, Malaysia Ministry of Education (MOE) through one of the Division that is Educational Policy and Research Division (EPRD), had come out with a clear definition of unity. The definition is explained through a Model of Unity for teachers and students. The model states that, unity is a result, while teachers and students from multiple races are able to accept, respect and manage their differences in terms of culture, native language and religious practices. As shown in Figure 1, the model shows that to be able to accept, respect, and manage differences, teachers and students need to possess a list of unity values that are, openness, tolerance, teamwork, trust, prudence, appreciative, caring, fair, trustworthy, and rationale.

![FIGURE 1. Unity Model for School Teachers and Students (Ministry of Education Malaysia, 2014)](image)

Based on the model, EPRD, MoE has developed instrument to measure unity. The measurement was done in 2014, 2016, and 2018. The result showed that unity level is decreasing. The factor for the decreasing is not yet studied. However, there is a possibility that one of the factors is school leaders’ role. The assumption is based on the action done by MoE to introduce guidelines for unity in school and to train school leaders on unity [16].

The actual fact is leaders can play their role to persuade peoples to unite [20], [21,17, 22] that leadership is a process of persuading or influencing others, in which a leader or a group of leaders influence their subordinates to take an action that can achieve the leaders or organizational goal. [23] has the same opinion, by saying that leaders and followers is a group of people who can interact, communicate and influence each other in achieving a common goal, and in this context to unite. There is no doubt that school leaders can change behaviours of
teachers and students, as being said by [24], that leadership is a process of influencing others toward a change of behaviours. The goal of unity must be shared by school leaders to all teachers and students. It is as an act to achieve organizational goal that is shared collectively and engage all members of an organization [25]. In Malaysian context, school leaders have a power to influence one’s behavior to the extent that he or she is willing to cooperate with others in order to achieve an agreed goal [19] that is unity a high level. There are a few more discussion on the relationship between leadership and unity. [26] in her article titled ‘Empowering Unity’ stated that leaders should try to use common terms associated with unity to ensure the objectives of unity and peaceful coexistence could be achieved. Terms like tolerance, harmony, goodwill and diversity must be mutually understood and should bring the same meaning to all races. [26] also stated that leaders’ statements and speeches always become a signal to their subordinates on the actions that they must take. Therefore, responsible leaders will put attempts to minimize chaos and factors that could destroy the stability of the society. They should use their position to strengthen relationship and promote unity among all races. On the other hand, Sabariah, a member of Malaysia Media Literacy Research team (2018), in her paper titled ‘Ensuring Peace and Unity’, wrote that many efforts have been done to forge national unity in Malaysia. Besides involving all races in implementing programs, Sabariah also suggested that good conduct, integrity, ethics and honesty (National Principles or Rukun Negara) are important values that Malaysians should uphold to ensure peace and unity. According to [10], unity can be enhanced through language, sport and festivals. In his paper titled ‘How to forge National Unity’, he stated that after 56 years of independence, there is no excuse for ordinary Malaysians of all races not to be fluent in Bahasa Malaysia, the national language. In other words, he believes that by mastering Malay language, unity can be enhanced. He further explained that sports could bring citizens of all races sit together under one common platform. He also suggested that the culture of ‘Open House’ during festival celebrations should be encouraged. He stated that the festive seasons bring a true message of unity to all Malaysians. Seng’s opinion is supported by the Penang State Consultative Goodwill Council [27], which stated that the spirit of unity must be instilled constantly in all programs. Therefore, activities such as football competitions, walkathons, seminars and other events in which all the ethnic could take part should be organized. Other views by [28], proposed that in order to enhance national unity, focus must be given on the 4Rs and 4Ms. In his paper titled, ‘Promoting National Unity and Harmony’, Michael stated that the 4Rs (respect, reciprocity, responsibilities of citizenship, and racial and religious tolerance) and the 4Ms (moderation, morality, mechanisms to overcome conflicts, and middle Malaysia standing up for unity and harmony) are requirement to overcome conflicts. Michael also emphasized that the values of acceptance, compromise and tolerance to enhance trust and confidence must be enhanced. He added that national harmony can be further enhanced if policies are fair, just and inclusive. [29] looking at unity from a different angle. He wrote that unity is an important component of managing any successful organization. Accordingly, she proposed five steps to enhance unity that are developing a common goal, organizing team-building activities, encouraging open communication, celebrating important events, and solving any arising issues. Most of the discussion above showed that there is strong influence of leaders’ practices towards unity among the school community. The findings of these past studies confirmed the Unity Model proposed in this study. Unity among Malaysians could be achieved if teachers and students possess 10 values of unity. Apparently, these values could lead to the ability to accept, respect and manage culture, language and religious practices differences. The findings of past studies also emphasize that school leaders still need to attend training or courses to increase their knowledge about unity values that are openness, tolerance, teamwork, trust, prudence, appreciative, caring, fair, trustworthy, and rationale. Consequently, such knowledge on the unity values could increase their awareness and skills to enhance unity among school community. However, empirical studies to show the practices of school leaders in Malaysia in strengthening unity are still very scarce. Therefore, this study was embarked with two objectives: (1) to reduce the literature gap and (2) to develop relevant content for training the school leaders.

3. Methodology
According to [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35], research design is a specific planning methods or procedures to collect and analyse data based on research questions. To run parallel with the purpose of exploring the practices of school leaders, this study used a survey design with qualitative approach to collect data. The samples are 12 school leaders from all over Malaysia. Data saturated shows that the interviewed samples are enough for the study [30]. As a qualitative study, the instrument is interview protocol [36] that consists of 16 questions to explore school leaders’ practices in enhancing unity. The education policies [16] and the Unity Model [17] are the main reference in developing research instrument. The interview questions are to explore school leaders’ practices in enhancing unity by encouraging teachers and students to accept, respect and manage differences among them [16]. In addition, the researchers tried to obtain information whether school leaders have instilled the unity value as stated in Unity Model [16]. Interview questions and protocols were standardized for both categories of respondents: (1)
school leaders from government schools and (2) school leaders from religious schools.

In order to ascertain the reliability and validity, a few measures have been carried out. In order to ascertain the content validity, the researchers gave the interview questions to be validated by six experts in the area, including academicians in educational leadership and policy and experience MoE officers who directly involved in planning and implementing policy to enhance unity through education. The experts checked whether the interview questions are correct and suitable. In other words, the interview questions enable the researchers to obtain the answers for the designed research question: what are the school leaders’ practices in strengthening unity? This is due to the fact that no such research has been done to give the answer to this question. The next measure to ascertain the reliability and validity of the interview questions. During the pilot study, the interview questions were being tested in four schools. The eight school leaders from government and religious schools that are located at both urban and rural areas have given their opinions to improve the interview protocol. Amendments were made on the interview questions based on the respondents’ feedback during the pilot study before they were being used for the actual study. The comments from the respondents therefore served as input to improve the interview protocol as well.

Purposive sampling was used to obtain respondents for this study. The selection criteria were geographical locations (urban and rural areas) and types of school (government schools and religious schools). Three schools were selected from the rural areas and three schools from the urban areas. While, for school types, two ordinary government schools and one religious school from each geographical location were selected.

After getting the MoE officers’ approval to conduct the study and collect the data, the researchers went to the selected schools to interview 12 secondary school leaders who are principals and/or senior assistants. Pseudonym was given to the school leaders, P for the school principals and PK for the senior assistants. In every school, two school leaders were interviewed via face-to-face according to their convenient time and place. The interview session was handled by two researchers: prime researcher and her research assistant. The purpose is to ensure that the researcher could focus on the interview questions, whereas, the research assistant could take note the interview responses while recording the session. The length of the interview is between 45 minutes to 1 hour depending on the respondents’ responses. The recorded in interview responses were transcribed in verbatim. The transcriptions were returned to the respondents for respondent validation. The respondents could make amendments on the transcriptions to ensure the transcriptions were done accurately. The interview responses have captured their actual responses - feelings, practices and opinions.

For analysis procedure, firstly, data were transcribed in verbatim. The data then being analysed manually by all the research team members. There were three data coders analysing the data. Collaboratively, they counterchecked the themes and coding that appeared from the data.

4. Results/Findings
The analysis was done based on the research question, “What are school leaders’ practices in strengthening unity?” Findings showed that, even though school leaders not emphasized much on the implementation of education policy related to unity except for the usage of Malay language, and not clearly emphasized on the ability of teachers and students to accept, respect and manage differences, which also means not fully instilled the 10 values of unity as stated in the Unity Model [16], there are few practices done by school leaders to strengthen unity as follows:

a) Emphasizing on the usage of Malay Language
Result showed that to enhance unity, school leaders encouraged teachers and students to use Malay language whether for official events or for their daily conversation, as said by PK8:

“The use of the Malay language in school is greatly emphasized... Malay language fully utilized in school conversation, in all events and in daily conversation...” (PK8)

Even in a school with three main languages for daily conversation, the usage of Malay language is still emphasized. This is based on what has been said by P4:

“Malay language is the language for unity and it is embedded in our education system. As far as I am concerned, we have a national interest... besides the second language, English and Arabic. When it comes to SMKA, all the three languages are used... but most of the time, we use a national language...” (P4)

If there are students who are not fluent in Malay language, school leaders still emphasize the usage by placing them in a class with multi-racial students. This is explained by PK2:

“... We always remind each other to speak Malay language... we place new students from SJK in a class that is not only with one race. They will be placed in class with multi-racial students to ensure that they use Malay language to interact...” (PK2)

b) Reminding the school community on unity during school assemblies and meetings
To show that unity is being focused, school leaders have reminded and explained about unity during school
assemblies and meetings, as said by P4, PK2, and PK3:
“Unity are always our focus... especially in weekly gatherings and in teacher meetings... we will explain about unity elements and talk about the importance of unity... I will speak and we will not forget to include the value of unity...” (P4)

“During teachers’ meeting, he reminded about unity... In school assembly he will explain the matter...” (PK2)

“We can see in official assembly on Monday... we are reminded by the principal about the unity, in socializing and communicating...” (PK3)
To show his concern on unity, P6 has included unity element in students vow during assembly:
“This year I changed a bit student vows in assembly... There are words of preservation, harmony and unity as the sixth or seventh point in the pledge...” (P6)
PK8 not only remind about unity during assembly, but also remind teachers and students to accept and respect each other. Teachers and students also being reminded to mix around in order to unite:
“...principals always remind us to respect, to care and to be polite to each other... Principals always remind teachers and students, especially during assembly... he reminds us to accept and respect cultural differences... no issue on religion practices in this school... students were emphasized that they need to mix around... not just among their own group...” (PK8)

c) Celebrating multicultural festivals and respecting cultural diversity and religious practices
School leaders’ practices to strengthen unity is include celebrating multi-racial festivals in school and respect religious rituals of other races as stated by P2:
“...we do not prevent other races to engage with their own activities... there is no issue for the Muslims to celebrate their activities in the mosque... no issues for the Christian teachers and students to spend half an hour in prayer...” (P2)
Other practices are joining festivities together as said by P5, P7, and PK8:
“...we are trying to join Chinese New Year and Hari Raya... for the new year, teachers give their full support... students, although many of them are Kadazan, I can see the unity... they are open to each other.” (P5)

“Sometimes Chinese New Year and Hari Raya close to each other... we celebrate both together... students and teachers come with their own festive attire... unity in terms of food... we have multiracial performance... we do have activities to foster unity.” (P7)

“...we celebrate all the festivals together... All teachers understand and respect each other... we allow non-Muslim to perform their ritual as long as not against school regulations... if Indian teacher is vegetarian, we take care of it... we celebrate Chinese New Year together... For Hari Raya, all students wear their national attire... Indian and Chinese teachers here, they will buy one for them...” (PK8)
Permissions are also given to teachers and students to practice their own cultural and religious practices. The statement of PK4 is as follows:
“...for non-Muslim teachers, if they want to celebrate Eastern Monday... principal gives them a permission... Muslim students, we give permission for them to go for Friday prayer... during fasting month, non-Muslim students were not allowed to eat in public...” (PK4)

d) Incorporating unity elements in the implementation of school activities
Another practice is school leaders ensured that all school activities have the elements of unity. Teachers were reminded to instill unity values during their teaching and learning, during co-curricular activities and in implementing school programs, and even in writing essay competition. This conclusion is based on P1, P6, PK1, and PK3 statements:
“...we practice unity in many forms... elements of unity need to be incorporated into every school activity... at least one of the objectives in each program related to unity...” (P1)

“...student will create a unity mural on the school walls as an annual project... one of the ways to incorporate the value of unity through subject... we do discuss how to practice value of unity in school... it can be done not just in activities called unity... It can also be done through sport activity... It can even be applied through academic activities...” (P6)

“...counsellors always talk about the value of unity, the value of openness... one of the ways to expose them to other races is by having essay competition about unity...” (PK1)

“...school activities can foster unity... let say camping... they have to be together for 3 days... at the end of the day, good relationships have been established...” (PK3)
In religious schools, school leader consider Islamic values is the pillar of unity. Therefore, they just emphasized teachers and students to practice the Islamic values. These statements are derived from PK4 statement:
“We apply unity values... students are reminded to respect teachers... to have a close relationship with students and teachers... of any race or religion... we apply admirable personalities... Unity is going to be one aspect of the core values of religion... Islam is a religion of unity.” (PK4)
Encouraging involvement of multicultural members in school activities
Practices of school leaders in strengthening unity includes inviting communities of various races to participate in school activities. This conclusion is derived from the statements by P1, P3, and P6:
“...if we organize school activity, we invite nearby school... for the festivals and sports... we invite community as well...” (P1)
“...for our sports tournament, we have collaboration with PIBG and community... we have created a networking... The target is to unite our diverse students...” (P3)
“...To implement Student Integration Plan for Unity Program, as a religious school, we invite other schools of different races and religions... we tried to get multiracial companies to involve in our activities... we do arrange academic visit to companies... there is an element of unity in it. We invite PIBG to involve...” (P4)
“We do have engagement with outsiders... PIBG... school activities aim for unity... in any celebration... PIBG will always involve... Department of National Unity used to come to our school and did their activities here... they invite our students to join their program. The purpose is to enhance interaction...” (P6)
For the religious school with homogeneous students (all Malays), school leaders will invite other races students from near-by school to join their program as explained by PK1 and PK4:
“...we started the collaboration... we organize a game and invite other school to join... the school have Chinese and Indian... they have multiracial students... the students have fun in sports... that's the easiest way to mix... the purpose is to know each other, they will enjoy the game, win or lose, no matter...” (PK1)
“...We do implement Student Integration Plan for Unity Program between schools. We go to other schools. Nearby schools have Chinese and Iban... in our school, it is quite difficult to do the program because we have one race students...” (PK4)
On the other hand, PK8 ensure that whatever program launched by school, it must involve student from all races, as said by PK8:
“... what we do is to get involvement from all races... if we organize a Camp for Excellence, we involve all... if we have to choose students to represent our school for the tournament... like sports activities... everyone will get involve...” (PK8)

f) Taking precautions to prevent activities that negatively affect school community sensitivity and control conflicts among races
Avoiding sensitivities issues and preventing any inter-racial conflicts are also school leaders’ practices in strengthening unity. This is based on P2 statement:
“I will make sure that exam questions are not sensitive... nothing touches racism... I emphasize to teachers and students that no non-halal or sensitive food in the school... even in the teacher's room, must ensure taking care of others sensitivity...” (P2)
Action also being taken to stop the culture of bully and racial strife. Any conflicts would be resolved almost instantly. Responses regarding these are as follows:
“Normally, we would remind for the gathering, celebrations and so on... no bullying between different races... If not, they would be in big problems because it is racist...” (P5)
“...in the context of student affairs... a little bit of it involves multi-racial clashes... we call the heirs... the discipline committees... there are various races among the teachers... to simplify the heirs... we end all the conflict at the school level...” (PK3)
“We always remind students and teachers... any issue arise, must be resolved immediately... often Indian students’ bully other students... teachers must put on eyes on this matte...” (PK8)

g) Being fair and give equal opportunities for all members
Being fair to all teachers and students regardless of their race are the practices of school leaders to strengthen unity. For example, equal opportunities are given to teachers to receive rewards or recognition. This is based on the P1, P2, P5, PK1, and PK3 statements:
“...we do not discriminate... we never distinguished them from getting APCs if they were properly employed...” (P1)
“...opportunities are given to all races... For performance appraisals, for example, even though the ratings are based on performance, we will ensure all races get the chances...” (P2)
“As far as I am concerned, we do not encounter complicated issues of unity because we treat them well and we treat all equal. We have never distinguished ourselves... we have made a room for our own religious practices...” (P5)
“...principals are fair in treating people regardless of race, trust and rationality... In terms of APC... principals strive to avoid issues... involving all races...” (PK1)
“...in assigning job, even for teachers’ club, all races must be involved... in meetings or programs we implement, principals emphasize, regardless of race... For APC, principals try to avoid issues. Involve all people... principals always being fair... in treating people regardless of race...” (PK3)
Equal opportunities are also given to students to participate in school activities. This is based on the P2, P3, and PK1 statements:

“...opportunities are given to all races... We give all students opportunity to get what they want... In choosing students to take courses or participate in activities, I said give other students opportunities too.” (P2)

“MOE guidelines give priority to the integration of the various races... choral speaking, we set must involve all races... last year there was a co-curricular camp... student selected comprised of all three major races...” (P3)

“...principals are fair in treating people regardless of race, trust and rationality ... to students ... principals give the same opportunities...” (PK1)

Equal rules and regulations are also imposed in assessing and taking disciplinary action, as said by P6 and PK2:

“We use the same assessment... in terms of justice... the same treatment... in the case of student misconduct... we treat the same... following SOP... regardless of background...” (P6)

“...Our discipline teacher is Iban, but there are also Malays and Chinese teacher. We can see that when the punishment is in accordance with the school rules... all students who make the mistake will receive the same punishment. We manage not to be racist... but to be fair to everyone...” (PK2)

For religious school, the opportunity to study in school is open to all races as long as they are Muslims (as the prerequisite to enter the school is the students must be Muslims). This is based on P4 explanation:

“...we don't distinguish between races. When it comes to this school, we have multiracial... there are Iban teachers, there are Chinese teachers... I emphasize that we are no different...One of the subjects preferred language is Chinese... so teach Malay to speak Chinese... As religious school we accept all students regardless of race... as long as they are Muslim, even Bidayuh... for the teachers, we have multiracial.” (P4)

The fairness is also can be seen in assigning job and in celebrating teachers and students’ big day. This conclusion is based on PK4 statement:

“I see in terms of job, whatever race, any religion...if he sees that the teachers have the potential, he will give the responsibility to them... and we celebrate the success of any teachers and students... students are given a birthday cake, all the teachers and students regardless of race...” (PK4)

5. Discussion/Analysis
The findings of this study support Lee’s opinion [37] that all Malaysians should be fluent in Malay language. Therefore, school leaders practice to promote unity through the usage of national language is a good practice and must be proceed. This is also conjunction with Sabariah’s [38] recommendations that unity could be promoted through interactions among multiracial members of society using a language that can be understood by all. The interaction is necessary therefore they will know and learn more about each other differences and will lead to precautions to avoid sensitive issues in their undertakings. As proposed by the Penang State Consultative Goodwill Council [39], sensitive issues involving politics and religion that not to be touched in any discussions will promote unity. Practices of school leaders to remind and explain about the important of unity during school gathering and meeting in order to strengthen unity is supporting Penang State Consultative Goodwill Council [39] opinion, which stated that the spirit of unity must be instilled constantly in all programs such as football competitions, walkathons, seminars and other events in which multi-races could take part. This finding is also similar to what has been claimed by [38] that, besides good conduct, integrity, ethics and honesty (National Principles or Rukun Negara), involving all races in implementing programs will ensure unity. School leaders’ practices that is celebrating all festivals in school in order to strengthen unity is supporting Lee’s opinion [37] that festive seasons could lead to a true message of unity to all Malaysians. It is true that during festive seasons, all Malaysians will be united, forget their differences, and in facts give more focus on appreciating differences among them. School leaders’ practices in strengthening unity by being fair and giving equal opportunity to all races is in accordance with Yeoh who stated that national harmony could be further enhanced if the policies are fair, and just [40]. This finding also confirms the theory that fairness must be possessed in order to manage differences which could lead to higher ability to manage differences which is one of the elements to unite.

6. Conclusion
This study has successfully explored the unity leadership practices among the school leaders in Malaysia. Based on the findings, it can be concluded that school leaders have not yet do the practices at their utmost to promote unity. They need to be given more courses and training to enable them to understand better the values and elements of unity as listed in Unity Model for Teachers and Students [13]. Knowledge and skills of school leaders need to be increased to ensure that their practices in strengthening teachers and students' ability to accept, respect, and manage differences can be increased. This finding also implies that school leaders are not yet fully aware or not fully exposed to the Unity Model for Teachers and Students [13]. This also indicate that the Malaysia Ministry of Education through Aminuddin Baki Institute needs to provide more courses and training to help school leaders to understand better the unity model and their roles to strengthen unity. This study also supports the Model (refer to Figure 1), showing that teachers and students must possess the 10
values of unity in order to enhance their ability to accept, respect and manage differences that will ultimately enhance unity. Other implications are school leaders must uphold the policy that as a national language and the language for unity, Malay language must be fluent by all Malaysian. This study also found that most of the school leaders do not aware of other educational policy to promote unity, such as the policy of using the same curriculum and examination in all school, empowering national schools and the implementation of the vision schools. Therefore, it is recommended that school leaders should undergo relevant training to improve their role as a leader to forge unity.

7. Limitations And Study Forward
This study however has limitations that it only involved school leaders themselves for the data collection through interview. Based on the present analysis, the researchers recommend several studies to be conducted in the future. Some school leaders were approached but they felt reluctant to be the respondents of this study. Teachers and students’ opinion have not been asked in this study, therefore, further research should be done to get views from teachers and students as well. The reasons behind certain schools’ leaders’ reluctance to participate in unity program should be explored.

The other limitation is this study employed qualitative approach, therefore, further studies to see the level of relationships between school leaders’ practices and level of unity among teachers and students based on quantitative data could be done in the future.

Further research should also be embarked to explore the factors that contribute to the low level of unity. Additionally, similar studies could be replicated in other spheres of working institutions.
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